
Liege University has recently set up a whole-body
counter for clinical use. The main proposed uses are
the measurement of body potassium using 40K and
metabolic studies using single tracers. High sensi

tivity is required to reduce the counting time, and
good geometry is necessary to avoid complex cali
bration and errors arising from various distributions
of isotopes within the body (1 ). A 4@rorganic
scintillator was chosen despite the relatively poor

energy resolution provided by this kind of detector.
This is not a great shortcoming in clinical whole-body
counting because the tracer is always a well-known
isotope. As far as we are aware, the Liege 4@rplastic
scintillator counter is the only one of its kind in
Europe and possibly in the world.

DESCRIPTION OF THE COUNTER

The Liege whole-body counter was built by Nu
clear Entreprises Ltd., Edinburgh. The counter con
sists of three logic parts : shielding, detector and
electronics. Shielding is provided by a steel room

entirely surrounding the detector. The steel was sal
vaged from a pre-nuclear-age battleship and is 15
cm thick. The front door has an opening allowing
the patient to be introduced on a stretcher running
on guide rails. The detector has the form of an
annulus and is made up of six independent sections
(three upper and three lower) . Scintillator thickness
is 17.5 cm, length is 200 cm and volume is 692 liters.
The inner diameter of 47.5 cm is adequate for ad
miffing practically all persons. To each of the six
sections are connected three photomultiplier tubes,

the total scintillator contact area being 942 cm2. The
18 photomultiplier tubes have a total cathode area
amounting to 11% of the total outer surface area
of the scintillator. The electronics comprise mainly
a three-channel analyzer, sufficient for routine work.
For calibration work a 400-channel analyzer is used.
Precautions taken against claustophobic hazards in
dude music broadcasting.

PERFORMANCES

Stability. A fundamental requirement of a spec
trometer with relatively poor energy resolution is

high stability since it is not possible to check the posi
tion of reference radioisotope photopeaks. Drift can
only be allowed within very strict limits. The problem
is complicated by the large number of photomultiplier
tubes, each of which has a response curve peculiar
to itself. Balancing the photomultiplier-tube gains
with high voltage was, of course, a very laborious
task. Thereafter, we checked stability over a period
of several months by measuring background and
radioactive sources under various conditions. In the
energy range above 0.25 MeV, the drift, if any, was
always less than 1% . We did not observe any back
ground variation with weather conditions over a
period of 1 year.

Background. For measuring very low activities,
background reduction is of primary importance. Fig
ure 1 shows the shielding effectiveness : a tenfold
reduction in background occurs in the median en
ergy range. An anticoincidence circuit reduces the

contributions at higher energies. Figure 2 shows the
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FIG. 1. Shieldingeffectiveness.Background(1)withoutshield
ing; (2) with shielding but without anticoincidence circuit; and (3)
with shielding and with anticoincidence circuit. Ordinate gives
impulses vs time; numerical values are in cpm/MeV.
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background spectrum measured with a 50-keV win
dow; its shape is quite different from that produced
by a crystal scintillator. The high values in the lower
energy range are mainly due to dark current from
the 18 photomultiplier tubes. Within the 0.2â€”2.0-
MeV range, the background counting rate is 77,000
cpm or 1.9 counts/sec/liter of scintillator. This fig
ure compares favorably with other organic detec
tors (2).

Isofropy. The 4@rgeometry was chosen to obtain
uniform results, whatever the isotope distribution in
the body. The requirement for an â€œisotropicâ€•re
sponse is only approximately satisfied and must be
experimentally confirmed. The response of the
counter to a 0.1-@iCj 80Rb source was measured for

63 positions within the counting chamber. Figure 3
shows the results. The positioning of the source
inside the counting chamber can be seen, with the
values obtained along the three axes. Laterally, the

uniformity is practically perfect; vertically, the re

sponse is slightly distorted in the bottom part prob
ably because of a shielding effect produced by the
stretcher support. Horizontally, there is a slight effi
ciency impairment at both ends as was anticipated
(3) . We can concludethat the responseisotropy
is very satisfactory, even for a point source.

Resolution. In organic scintillators Compton scat
tering is the main gamma-ray absorption process.
It follows that such gamma-ray spectra have pecu
liar properties.

I . The Compton edge falls at an energy lower
than that of the photopeak by the amount of
energy carried off by gamma rays scattered at

180 deg as indicated by
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FIG. 2. Backgroundspectrum(with shieldingand anticoinci
dence circuit). Channel width is SO keY; counting time Is 200 sec/
channel.
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in which E1 is photopeak energy and Ev' is
Compton-edge energy.

2. The phenomenon is a continuous one with no
precise boundary between Compton effect and
backscattering,

3. Consequently, the â€œpeaksâ€•shown in graphs
are asymmetrical.

Therefore, instead of â€œresolution,â€•the term â€œhalf
resolution,â€• according to Bird's definition (4) is

used. The â€œhalfresolutionsâ€•were measured as fol
lows:

1. Point sources were placed at the geometrical
center of the counter,

2. Source activity was about 37,000 dis/sec
(1 MCi),

3. Spectrum was scanned using a 50-keV wide
channel,
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FIG. 3. Geometryfactorin responseof counter.Upperpartof
graph showspositioning of seRbsourcealong three axes in count
ing chamber. Lower part gives values obtained in each position.
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TABLE 1. MEASUREMENTSOF SOME
REFERENCE RADIONUCLIDES

51Cr3231800380â€”â€˜@Cs6624781.9671.05@â€˜Mn8406442.5611.05tmRb1,0808743.6501.13mZn1,1109023.8461.1440K1,4601,2425.2391.21â€œK1,5201,3015.4421.31
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FIG. 5. Relationshipbetweenhalfresolutionin percent,R(%),
and energies of gamma rays in keY (El').
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FIG. 4. Spectra(minusbackground)of someradioisotopes
emitting gamma rays with single energy.
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4. Counting time was that required to obtain
10,000 counts with background subtracted.

Seven isotopes emitting gamma rays with a sin
gie energy were studied: 42K, 40K, @Zn,88Rb, 54Mn,
187Cs and 51Cr. The results of the measurements ap

pear in Table 1 and Fig. 4. The constancy of the
Compton-edge position on the energy scale allows
calibration in terms of energy in accordance with
Eq. 1. The relatively poor energy resolution, as
foreseen, varies with gamma-ray energy in the man
ncr found by Andrews (5) (Fig. 5).

Isotopes emitting gamma rays with two or more
energies were also studied. The problem is the same

for a combination of two or several monoenergetic
gamma-ray sources as for isotopes with several
gamma rays; the low resolution allows discrimina

z@5. K40
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FiG. 6. Spectra(minusbackground)of isotope(mCo)emitting
two gamma rays or combinations of two radionuclides emitting sin.
gle-energy gamma rays. See text for explanation of curves.

tion only in certain cases. Figure 6 shows spectra for
several combinations:

1. Two gamma rays separated by less than 0.2
MeV are unresolved and only one peak ap
pears with a resolution impaired according to
the above relationship.

Examples : Â°Â°Co,65Zn + @Â°Rb
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Energy
range
(volts)â€˜@CEff.(%)r FM@l Eff.(%) FM1@Cs Eff.(%) FM@â€˜MnEff.(%) FMâ€œNaEff.(%) FMmRb Eff.(Te)FM0.5.-i

1 â€”2
2 â€”3
3 â€”4
4 â€”5
5 â€”6
6-7
7-i
8â€”924.7

16.0
1J
0.2
â€”

â€”

â€”

â€”

â€”

42.62,120

5,285
227
41
â€”

â€”

â€”

â€”

â€”20.8

14.9
3.1
OJ
0.2
â€”

â€”

â€”

â€”

39.77,516

18,885
2,701

264
â€”

â€”

â€”

â€”

â€”8.2

17.4
15.0
6.5
2.2
0.8
0.2
â€”

â€”

50.3186

4,461
5,965
2,175

449
88
â€”

â€”

â€”7.0

186
11.0 2,719
10.0 4,698
8.5 3,953
4.2 1,572
2.5 826
0.8 135
0.3 41
â€” â€”

44.36.8

10.5
7.5
5.1
4.5
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.4

44.8166

2,406
2,650
1,825
1,651
1,617
1,210

700
5266.4

362
8.3 3,550
6.2 4,336
7.5 6,939
6.7 5,455
3.5 2,561
1.5 861
0.8 403
0.4 148

41.3mZnmFemCoâ€˜Â°Kâ€œK@â€˜Na

FractionofICRPActivityMPBB(nCi)measured

inLowWin
Effi giving1.mincountIso

leveldowciency10,000with5%topes(volts)(volts)(%)cpmaccuracy
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TABLE 2. EFFiCIENCYAND FIGURE OF MERIT FOR SOME RADIOISOTOPES

0.5â€”13.2209.93244.27110.013810.278816.89,1691â€”26.460210.61,5085.279713.62,2489.63,8965.84,4172â€”35.39618.52,1944.71,4285.08146.03,3854.04,8763-.45.61,3589.63,0805.32,1094.37935.43,4203.96,1764â€”55.61,4089.83,3806.02,7744.08645.64,0004.17,5305â€”63.58757.02,4535.52,6884.11,0756.34,9874.28,6586â€”71.83743.91,2104.01,9324.01,2105.74,7103.57,4027-.82.15632.26002.91,4113.41,0453.93,1122J5,9488â€”91.95461.33062.21,0712.57042.31,7451.45,47735.462.840.050.945.046.4

standardized geometry and defined spectrometric ad
justments. This last requirement is the most impor
tant since one measures the Compton effect where

several successive interactions may take place for
one photon.

We have estimated efficiency using 0. 1 ,zC@(3,700
dis/sec) sources at the geometrical center of the

counter. The energy spectrum was scanned using a
0. 1-volt-wide (250-keV) channel. The output per
centage and figures of merit were tabulated for each
energy range. The figure of merit (FM) (6) was
calculated for a counting time of 200 sec by the
formula:

S2

TABLE 3. SENSITIVITY OF MEASUREMENTS

â€˜1Cr0.51.540.7143.01.8 X10@@l0.52.536.414.343
X10@'U@Cs1.02.032.418.06.0
X10@'@â€˜Mn1.04.033J14.37.3
X10'@â€˜Na1.05.0..31.615.61.6
X10'â€œRb1.05.032.2180.86.0
X10-aâ€œZn1.05.026.438.36.3
X10'â€˜Â°Fe2.05.038.817.08.6
X1O@â€œCo2.05.025.519.31.9
X10-aâ€˜Â°K3.05.019.8â€”â€”â€œIC3.05.026.9104.21.OX

lOT'â€œNa4.05.016.829.64.3
X 10-a

FM =@@ 2B

in which S is output minus background and B is

background.
Table 2 gives the results for 12 isotopes currently

used in medical practice. Consideration of available
counting rate and the figures of merit enables the

most appropriate spectrometric condition to be
chosen for each isotope.

Table 3 shows these conditions and the overall
efficiency for each istope, the activity to produce
10,000 cpm and the minute portion of ICRP maxi
mum permissible body burden (MPBB) that can be
measured in a 1-mm count (7) . It appears that effi
ciency is very high and that the counting sensitivity

permits the measurement of activities 1Q@â€”10@times
lower than maximum permissible body burden.

(2)

2. Two gamma rays separated by more than 0.6

MeV give two distinct Compton edges.
Example : 40K+ 54Mn

3. Two gamma rays separated by more than 0.2
MeV but less than 0.6 MeV are partially re
solved according to energy in the interval.

Example : 40K + 65Zn

Efficiency. Efficiency estimation is the main point
of the performance study. The problem is a com
plex one because efficiency must be strictly defined
with regard to a particular gamma-ray energy, a
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Efficiency. Linearity versus intensity was checked
over a range of gamma-ray energies using isotopes
which were different with respect to gamma-ray emis

sion energies, number of different lines emitted and
emission percentages. The isotopes were 51Cr, 137Cs,
13:!, 59Fe, 22Na and 40K. The yield is linear within

a-dose range of 10@except at the beginning of the
curve (Fig. 7).

A correction factor is only rarely needed, which is
very valuable in clinical use, especially for long-range

metabolic studies.

CALIBRATION

The combination of low resolution and high effi
ciency inevitably leads to difficulty in discriminating
between two or more gamma-ray energies since each
isotope contributes to all channels. Little is gained
by reducing counting channel width since the spectra
are continuous, and reducing the channel width
brings about a reduction in efficiency with no advan
tage gained. From the data shown in Tables 2 and 3,
the data shown in Table 4 have been calculated.
Table 4 shows the contribution to each of six count
ing channels by the isotopes 51Cr, 1311,137Cs,22Na,
59Fe and 40K, each of which is in frequent clinical
use. Of particular interest is the fact that the mutual
interference of 137Csand 40K is by no means negli
gible although these isotopes are distinctly separate

10 @Ca spectrally.

Act. A biological body always contains 187Csas well as
40K. It is evident that the separation of these iso
topes cannot be brought about on the physical basis
of spectrometry (counting of 40K in the high-energy

FIG. 8. Calibrationprocedurefor â€œKand â€˜@Cs.Leftshowsmeasurementsin phantom;rightshowsmeasurementsin patient.

Inc. lOnca lOOnci 1@cs

FIG. 7. Linearityof efficiency.Abscissagivesactivityof point
sources; ordinate gives impulses (counting time: 200 5cc) obtained
with measurementranges in Table 3.
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Isotopes&
measurementcpm/@Ci in bands by followingisotopesrange

(volts) â€œCrm1 â€œ@Csâ€œNa mFe

TABLE 5.
POTASSIUMACCURACY

OF
MEASUREMENTS30

daily measurementsMeasurementsof(Febâ€”Mar,
68) of singlehomogeneousstudentindividualpopulationMale

: 35 yrâ€”healthyMale : No. 125, 19â€”22yr82
kgMean : 2.15gm/kgBody

potassium : 130 gm: 0.16 gm/kg(7.4%)1.58
gm/kgFemale : No. 125; 18â€”21yrI

6.5 gm 5%Mean : 1.86gm/kg0.08
gm/kg: 0.20 gm/kg (11%)

DBLW.AIDE

â€˜Cr
0.5â€”2

0.5â€”3
@Cs

1-3
â€˜aNa
1-6
mFe
2â€”7
â€œIC
3-8

76,700
100%

78,000
10.0%
31,500
5.1%

31,800
4.5%
3,580
0.5%

400
0%

714,760
932%

776,500
100%

360,100
58.2%

379,500
53.8%
81,200
12.5%
19,400
4J%

488,600
637%

774,800
99.8%

618,400
100%

799J00
113%

471,400
72.4%

185,100
44J%

385,800
503%

553,100
71.2%

401,400
64.9%

704,800
100%

537,500
82.6%

414,800
100%

343,600
448%

486,100
62.3%

320,100
51.8%

762,700
108%

650,400
100%

544,800
131%

494,000
644%

599,000
77.2%

390,000
63.0%

650,000
92.2%

449,000
69.0%

414,000
100%

S Sensitivity in cpm/@iCi and percentage of the value given by reference isotope in each band.

racy of 5% . Table S shows the results obtained from
30 daily measurements on a single individual and
from 250 students in the 18â€”22-yearage group.

CONCLUSIONS

The properties of stability, background reduction,
efficiency and resistivity of the Liege whole-body
counter make it very suitable for clinical use despite
the modest energy resolution. Preliminary studies of
body potassium support these findings.
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range where the 137Cs contribution becomes van
ishingly small could not produce a high enough effi
ciency for accurate measurements of body potas
sium) . However, the remarkable stability of the
apparatus makes possible the use of calculated cor
rection factors for the contribution of two isotopes
in standardized channels (8).

In the case of human body counting, the standard
comprises a polyethylene phantom filled with 70

liters of sucrose solution. The calibration procedure
consists of the successive measurement of 150 gm

of potassium and 5 nCi of 137Csin the phantom and
then computing the contribution ratios between the
two channels defined in Table 3. Thereafter, patient
measurements are carried out using a system of two
equations with two unknowns. Figure 8 depicts the
method. It has been proved that the coefficients are
constant for the usual range of 40K and 137Cs ac
tivities.

Under these conditions, the estimation of human
body potassium is carried out in 200 sec to an accu
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TABLE 4. INTERFERENCESCAUSED BY SEVERALISOTOPES'


